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Abstract

In order to better understand different speech synthesis tech-
niques on a common dataset, we devised a challenge that will
help us better compare research techniques in building corpus-
based speech synthesizers. In 2004, we released the first two
1200-utterance single-speaker databases from the CMU ARC-
TIC speech databases, and challenged current groups working
in speech synthesis around the world to build their best voices
from these databases. In January of 2005, we released two fur-
ther databases and a set of 50 utterance texts from each of five
genres and asked the participants to synthesize these utterances.
Their resulting synthesized utterances were then presented to
three groups of listeners: speech experts, volunteers, and US
English-speaking undergraduates. This paper summarizes the
purpose, design, and whole process of the challenge.

1. Background
With a view to allowing closer comparison of corpus-based
techniques, from labeling, pruning, join costs, signal processing
techniques, and others, we devised a challenge for participants
to use the same databases to synthesize utterances from a small
number of genres. An organized evaluation, based on listening
tests, was then carried out to try to rank the systems and help
identify the effectiveness of the techniques.

The sister field of speech recognition has clearly benefited
from the availability of common datasets in order to provide
valid comparisons between systems [1]. These evaluations con-
centrate efforts in the speech recognition fields, particularly
through the 1990s with DARPA workshops where NIST (and
others) devised standardized tests for speech recognition. It is
clear that these standardized tests and widely available datasets
allowed speech recognition results to be more easily compared
and more importantly cause the core technology to improve.
Although today many may criticize a naive word error metric
as a sole accuracy measure for speech recognition systems, few
would complain that it has not contributed to drastic improve-
ment in the utility of speech recognition as a viable technology.

Speech synthesis has not been as lucky in having a well-
defined evaluation metric, nor has it had a well-funded cen-
tralized community that could be targeted to the same task.
With the rise of general corpus-based speech synthesis over the
last ten years, we have moved from a domain where new syn-
thetic voices could only be built with many man-years of effort
from highly skilled researchers. Such systems were tuned to
the particular data sets being used, thus comparisons of tech-
niques such as labeling and signal processing could only be
done within the research group that originally developed the
dataset. Such tying of databases to particular systems made it
hard to genuinely compare techniques since the quality of the
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al recorded voice itself contributed greatly to the result-
nthetic voice quality.

2. A common dataset
ey aspect of the Blizzard Challenge [2] is a common
t shared between participants. Removing the variability
data itself allows for a much closer comparison of the
generated from the data. There are number of issues
must be answered before we can provide such a set. The
include: what size and shape should the data be; who will
t and release it; what additional data may also be used.
s part of Carnegie Mellon’s effort to make speech
sis research more accessible, a set of single-speaker
tically-balanced databases have already been constructed.
MU ARCTIC databases [3] were designed with speech
sis in mind. They consist of around 1200 phonetically-
ed sentences selected from out-of-copyright texts. The
release in 2003 consisted of four speakers: one male US
h (bdl), one female US English (slt), one male Scottish
h (awb) and one male Canadian English (jmk). Because
t two speakers have non-standard dialects, it was decided
include them in the Challenge. In addition, in order to

rly test the participants’ capabilities with voice building,
cided to release two further databases (male (rms) and
e (clb)), at the time of the challenge to test not just how
e built voices, but how quickly they could do so. Thus bdl
t were available from the original call for Blizzard par-
nts (June 2004), whereas rms and clb were released with
t of test utterance texts (Jan 15th 2005). rms had in fact
recorded in the summer of 2004, while the clb database
corded the week immediately prior to the final release.

he idea of a common dataset has been discussed in the
sis community, but no acceptable set has appeared. The
(452) set of sentences is a potential, but many have failed

cessfully use such a set: although University of Edin-
’s CSTR has released a single-speaker version of TIMIT
e know of no one who has successfully used it as it is
by common standards. The Boston University FM Ra-
rpus [5] is another possibility and has been used for a

er of prosody experiments, but it is not phonetically well
ed. In Japan, the ATR 503 sentence sets [6] have long

used as a common dataset among Japanese researchers,
ere is no easy way for people outside Japan to gain access
se even if we decided to test our techniques in Japanese.
commercial synthesis companies have a number of large
-speaker high-quality databases. However, even though
versions often become unused, it is hard for a company
sider releasing these (potentially to commercial competi-
even if only for research purposes. It is not just the data
valuable, but it is the content and design of the database



that many companies feel proprietary. Furthermore, data costs
money and few wish to let others look at it. Thus, at least for
the initial stages of the challenge, we used the freely available
single-speaker CMU ARCTIC databases.

The CMU ARCTIC voices consist of around 1200
phonetically-balanced utterances. The data was selected from a
number of novels from Project Gutenberg [7]. These sentences
were chosen to be easy to read, restricting their length from 5
to 15 words, and that all the words were already in CMUDICT.
The sentences that fit this “niceness” criteria were then synthe-
sized as strings of phonemes and we greedily selected sentences
with the maximum diphone coverage. This selection process
was done twice, thus the 1200 utterance set consists of an A
and B set (each around 600 utterances) each of which is itself
phonetically balanced. Sentences are typically easy to read, and
in prose style, though they sometimes appear archaic as they are
all extracted from out-of-copyright books. Typical sentences are

• Author of the danger trail, Philip Steels, etc.

• I was the only one who remained sitting.

• They were three hundred yards apart.

These were recorded at 16KHz, 16bit, in studio quality condi-
tions. An electroglottograph (EGG) track is also included. In
addition to the raw data, a basic build using the publicly avail-
able FestVox tools [8] was included. This includes phonetic
labels generated using the CMUDICT [9] and forced align-
ment using speaker specific HMM acoustic models trained us-
ing SphinxTrain [10]. The resulting labels were provided in a
Festival Utterance structure [11], a structure that is currently
used by many in the field. Although participants need not use
this extra information, we made it available.

Although we feel the CMU ARCTIC data is a reasonable
starting point, some participants’ systems are designed for deal-
ing with much larger datasets (and one that uses much less).
There have been a number of successful concatenative synthesis
systems that use much much larger databases, and take advan-
tage of that variability. By specifying a database smaller than
they are used to, it may unfairly degrade their system in such
a test. Also commercial grade corpus-based synthesizers typi-
cally include prompts from various domains. On the other hand,
the CMU ARCTIC’s data is predominantly from novels making
it less than ideal, though in our testing we do test “in-domain”
sentences (from novels) as well as other genres.

3. An evaluation methodology
Although the over all goals of the challenge are clear: finding
better synthesis techniques by comparing systems on the same
data, those working in speech synthesis know “better” is not
“better” for everyone all of the time. As it is not clear what the
best evaluation technique is, we decided to pick several sim-
ple ones, and look at the results to determine which tests were
sufficient, and/or more reliable.

First we decided to choose 5 different genres of text to be
synthesized. We did not want this to be a text analysis exer-
cise, so the text itself would be relatively simple (without many
numbers, symbols etc). We chose to have two basic types of
tests. The first three genres were for simple mean opinion score
(MOS) tests where the listeners are asked to rate their views of
the synthesized texts on a score of 1 to 5. The final two gen-
res involved the listeners typing in what they heard, in order to
specifically address intelligibility in the task and not just per-
sonal preference.

The five genres we chose were:

novels taking text from stories, specifically the same sto-
ries (but different text) from which the CMU ARCTIC
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“in-domain” task.

• Joe Garland lives like a good fellow.

• But we made no collections of eggs.

taking text from standard press-wire news stories.

• The two countries agreed to resolve any conflict
through diplomacy and avoid the use of force, the
agency Interfax said.

rsation in an attempt to deal more with the sort of speech
one would expect in a spoken dialog system, we took ex-
amples from the human side of a spoken dialog system.
Although this sometimes produced some unusual utter-
ances, it did provide utterances that were quite different
from standard TTS utterances.

• Okay I would like to go to Miami, Florida.

• Yeah I guess it will and something downtown
please.

tically confusable sentences following the DRT (and
MRT) [12], we constructed carrier phrases that contained
phonetically confusable words. The isolated word tests
of the original DRT/MRT word lists are not appropriate
for unit selection based synthesis where different units
will likely be selected in the isolated word case than in
the intra-sentential case. Putting the confusable words in
carrier phrases seems a more reasonable test.

• Now we will say cold again.

• Now we will say pace again.

tically unpredictable sentences (SUS), following [13]
we constructed a simple grammatical template, det adj
noun verb det adj noun, and randomly generated words
of medium frequency. The resulting sentences are hard
to understand and remember even when spoken by hu-
man speakers.

• The unsure steaks overcame the zippy rudder.

• The dank geniuses woke the humane emptiness.

Richard Sproat of UIUC generated the actual example
ces, as we wished some level of independence from the

izers who’s teams were also participating in the challenge.
sentences for each genre were distributed to the partici-

on 15th January 2005. In addition to the sentences them-
, we also released Festival-style utterance structures for
entence.

4. The participants
nitial discussions found around 8 potential participants.
ver, when the time came for the tests, we found that some
no longer participate. One, a commercial company, had
bought and no longer wished to take part, and another
ercial company was worried about the publication of re-
It should be remembered that for commercial companies
e part in an exercise like this does involve a substantial
n the case where their system is particularly bad, even if
an “blame” the inadequate data, it can be detrimental to
ottom line.

hus we expected participants to be mainly research
s, which was true, but they include one large industry re-
group. It was, somewhat tongue in cheek, pointed out to



us that commercial systems do not need to be evaluated as each
company’s system is always the best system.

In all we have 6 participants, spanning 3 continents, includ-
ing both universities and one commercial company. Some of
these groups already had a close working relationship (CMU,
Edinburgh and NITECH) who had already shared engines, data
and techniques, but the participants also included other groups
who had not had a history of working closely together.

5. The Challenge
On January 15th 2005 we released the test sentences to the al-
ready registered participants. As described in 2, two of the voice
corpora were released well before the Challenge (slt and bdl),
and a further two new voices (rms and clb) were released at the
same time as the test sentences.

Although at first we were concerned that participants may
tune their systems to the particular sentences, we decided not to
institute any explicit safeguard against this since it would be too
restrictive and we trusted the participants not to do this.

We allowed the groups one week to build their new voices
and synthesize the 250 test sentences. However, we allowed the
return deadline to slip for a second week. There was at least
one additional group who did significant work during that time
but did not have their algorithms mature enough to complete the
task.

Once the Challenge was opened, a number of other sites
indicated their interest in taking part but had missed the original
call for participation. In the future, we hope to overcome these
missed opportunities, by better advertising and also by being
already better known.

An additional “participant” was added to the mix. Because
the original speakers of the four databases were available at
Carnegie Mellon University, we recorded the 250 test sentences
from the human speakers. Of course we expected such a “team”
to do well in such a competition, but their participation was in-
tended to allow us to find out how far our synthesizers are from
natural speech.

6. The tests
Due to the number of expected participants (and the number of
different files that would need to be listened to), from the start
we decided to carry out all listening tests across the web.

There are distinct disadvantages to using the web for such
tests. The environments where the listeners are in may be very
different. Although we asked the listeners to listen in a quiet
room, there is no guarantee that they would. Network conges-
tion can make downloading of waveform files slow and even in-
termittent. Such waveforms may appear to have join problems
when the network congestion is at fault (there is evidence from
user feedback that this did actually happen). Also we would
have no control over the listeners so they may become disinter-
ested and not finish tests or worse just fill in random values.

Nevertheless, there are also advantages to web delivery.
We had participants from many continents and listeners from
even more. Finding our target 200-300 listeners is hard and
we wanted to easily get as many as possible. There was also
the question of where web-based listening tests are feasible for
large scale synthesis evaluation and this would give us an oppor-
tunity to find out. Therefore in spite of the expected noise that
would be introduced from web tests, we felt that it was worth
the advantages of accessing more people.

The tests themselves (which can be carried out by visiting
the Blizzard homepage [2]) consist of five tests, one for each
genre. Each test consists of listening to a total of 20 different
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nt synthesizers. Only 20 sentences randomly chosen for
istener from the 50 submitted were used in the listening
as listening to all 50 would require too many resources.
rget was to have 10 listeners for each sample. Each sam-

as presented singly and had to be rated before proceeding
next sample. This was done to stop people changing their
, though at the cost that people’s scaling was settling dur-
e first few examples.
he tests could be suspended and continued at a later date,
h we encouraged people to do the tests in one sitting. To
lete all five tests took around 30-45 minutes.

7. The listeners
sues of who should evaluate speech synthesis systems is

en question. Experts in the field have detailed knowledge
ill listen for intonation, join and phonetic errors, or arti-
ntroduced by signal processing. The real user (whoever
ay be) may care about the accent or whether it sounds
meone they know (or not). Real users are unlikely to be

o identify why something sounds strange. Therefore lots
ferent listeners are required to be able to achieve stable
s.
e decided to address three different listening groups, in
be able to compare these groups’ views with each other,

ition to evaluating the synthesis performance itself. The
groups were:

h experts we made it a requirement that all participants
provide 10 of their local speech experts to do listening
tests. We see this group as the most knowledgeable about
speech synthesis, and also will represent the group that
synthesis developers will most likely turn to when eval-
uating their systems. We did allow groups to evaluate
their own systems too.

teers these were in early drafts of the Challenge some-
times referred to as “random” users. This group was
those available on the web who were willing to take part.
This did include some speech experts and even some
speech synthesis experts. We advertised for this group
though mailing lists and web pages.

dergraduates the third group consisted of US English
speaking undergraduates. Unlike the other two groups
we paid these listeners. Our goals were to find a consis-
tent set of listeners who were paid to do what is not a
very interesting task.

three groups would have very different goals in carrying
e tests, and we want to find out if each group was inter-
consistent as well.
s it turned out the first group were the most eager to carry
e tests and the most conscientious in completing them.
econd group were more “random.” Some did well, and
never completed. The third group proved to be surpris-
hard to convince to do this. We offered a $5 Amazon.com
ken for completion of all five tests, but a further $10 gift
if they did a second 5 test session. Although these fees
nsistent with what we pay undergrads to take part in other
iments, it still proved hard to attain our goal of 100 under-

8. The unknown issues
izing such an effort will always have its unknowns. One
c issue that came up is how much extra data should be



allowed in building a voice. When the challenge was first de-
vised, we expected both concatenative synthesis techniques and
HMM-based techniques, and perhaps some interesting varia-
tions, e.g., diphones selected from the data.

One direction we did not initially consider is voice conver-
sion techniques. One potential participant did construct voice
conversion entries. This was not something we had considered
and had already designed the listening tests to be MOS (1–5)
tests rather than AB, ABX, and/or DMOS tests because that
would have presented us with too many samples to find listen-
ers for.

Although no one did this, in an extreme case, we could
imagine a entry that uses nothing of the common dataset. Given
the current evaluation paradigm, such an entry, if say one of the
flagship voices from a large voice foundry, would probably do
very well. Deciding on the line when entries are not using the
data enough is going to be hard to define.

To validly include voice conversion entries, we would need
to also include some test of similarity with the original speakers.
In this case, we decided not to include this potential entry in our
tests, but would like to consider such entries in the future since
voice conversion is a perfectly valid technique for constructing
synthetic voices.

9. The results
The results of the evaluation are discussed in [14]. In order to
allow for teams who do not wish their identity to be revealed, we
have decided not to explicitly reveal the participants names nor
their ranking in the results. The final results are published with
team letter names, while the teams know their own correspond-
ing letter. Although they do not know the others, we suspect
that the teams themselves will work out which is which.

10. Releasing the data
We now have same 250 utterances per speaker per system, plus
the Team Studio natural recordings. 100 utterances of each en-
try have been listened to by some 10 or more listeners. This data
is valuable to others in research for automatic measures for syn-
thesis evaluation. Thus it is our intention, with the participants
permission, to release this data to allow further study.

11. Suggestions for the future challenge
We hope to make this an annual event. Although there are many
ways to extend the evaluation methodology, we think that dras-
tic changes should not be made for the next challenge since it
may confuse participants and makes it difficult to use the feed-
back obtained from the challenge in 2005. We may repeat the
similar process at least three times.

Changes we should consider for the next challenge could
be

larger database the database size could be larger since partic-
ipants whose system designed for larger databases prefer
to use larger ones. The problem is that providing freely
available large databases is difficult as described in 2.

similarity measure the final target of corpus-based speech
synthesis is to synthesize utterances identical with those
uttered by the original speaker for any sentences. To
evaluate similarity with the original speaker, we may
conduct additional DMOS (degradation mean opinion
score) tests, though it increases the cost of the evalua-
tion.
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12. Conclusions
lizzard Challenge has been a valuable exercise in building
from a common dataset and has brought together differ-

ams looking at a common goal. We see this Challenge as
art of a series of synthesis Challenges, and organization
ready started for a Blizzard Challenge 2006.
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